Welcome back, Bio Bears!
We are excited to start the semester back. Spring has a lot of exciting things to offer and CEGSS will be here to share and celebrate them all with you. Stay tuned for our monthly newsletters to learn the latest and hear about opportunities available to CEGSS members. February’s newsletter will be jammed-packed!

2018 Summary
Our first semester was incredible! Not only did we form as a group, but we have some amazing leadership on board. They helped us with:

⇒ the kickoff potluck (25 in attendance),
⇒ the networking workshop lead by Dr. Leigh Greathouse (12),
⇒ Dr. Julienne Rutherford’s visit and talk (30),
⇒ part one of the Online Presence Workshop (15), and
⇒ the calendars that everyone received (yay)!

THE QUICK NEWS

👥 CEGSS MEETINGS
Every other Friday at 10 AM in E401, starting 1/18!

📝 WRITING GROUPS
Times are in for spring!
M —> F 10am-12pm
Learn more at blogs.baylor.edu/cegss